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Reflecto rization of Railroad Rolling Stock
Richard G. McGinnis, Department of Civil Engineering, Bucknell University, Lewisburg,

Permsylvania

This paper examines the effectiveness of retroreflectors on the s¡des of
railroad rolling stock as a means of reducing highway-railroad grade-
crossing accidents, and it estimates the benefits and costs of reflec-
torizing the U.S. fleet of railroad cars. Factors that affect the amount
of reflected light received by a driver (including reflector characteris-
tics, vehicle-reflector positioning, reflector cleanliness, headlight clean-
liness and beam usaç, windsh¡eld transm¡ttance, and atmospheric con-
ditions) were analyzed, and expected reflector illuminance levels were
prcd¡cted. Under conditions expected in railroad operat¡on, the analys¡s
¡nd¡cates that 15cm (6-in) square delineators of high-intensity-grade re-
flective sheeting will permit detect¡on d¡stances sufficient for safe stop-
ping in most highway s¡tuat¡ons, even under low-beam headlight illumina-
tion. Benefits were estimated from the 1975 Federal Railroad Ad-
ministration accident data. Acc¡dents were categorized into four groups
based on the speeds of the train and motor vehicle and the collision
point on the train. Reflector effectiveness for each of these groups was
estimated by considering the type of crossing warning device, daylight
acc¡dent rates, weather cond¡tions. presence of obstruct¡ons, human fac-
tors associatd with nighttime driving, and the train and motor vehicle
çeeds. The costs of a reflectorization program were estímated and a
oost+ffect¡veness analysis was performed to assess the impact of v¡si-
bility at grade crossings on annual benefits, since no reliable informa-
tion is available on this important factor.

Conflicts between trains and automobiles at highway-
railroad grade crossings have long been recognized as
a major safety problem. Since the 1920s, the railroads
and various local, state, and federal government agen-
cies have worked to reduce hazards at the 220 000 public
grade crossings in the United States.

Statistics indicate that efïorts to improve the safety
at grade crossings have been effective: in 1928 there
were 2568 fatalities resulting from grade-crossing
accidents (!); in 19?7, this figure was 63 percent lower,
even though vehicle kilometers of travel increased more
than 800 percent during the same period Q).

Unfortunately, the problem of grade-crossing acci-
dents has still not been completely solved. There were
more than 12 000 grade-crossing accidents reported to
the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) in 1977.
Consequently, FRA and the Federal Highway Administra-
tion are continuíng their programs to reduce the hazards
of railroad-highway grade crossings.

Most grade-crossing sa-fety programs have been
i$red atimproving

crossing, but another approach is to improve the con-
spicuity of the train, so that motorists can actually
detect it near a crossing. At some crossings, for ex-
ample, street lights Ìrave been installed to improve
nighttime visibility. On-train devices have also been
proposed. Recently, interest has been high in the use
of strobe lights on locomotives to Ímprove both day
and nighttime train visibility. Also, the use of reflec-
tors on the sides of railroad cars has long been ad-
vanced by some as an effective way of increasing night-
time train visibility.

The purpose of this study was to examine the efïec-
tiveness of reflectors on the sides of railroad cars as
a means of reducing grade-crossing accidents. The
use of reflectors on railroad cars has been discussed
in many documented studies (!q-Ð, but the conclusions
reached in these investigations are not consistent and
indicate that the effectiveness of reflectors in reducing
grade-crossing accidents may be either very con-
siderable or absolutely minimal. This paper provides

both an in-depth analysis of reflector effectiveness and
an exa,mination of the benefits and costs of reflectoriz-
ing the sides of the U.S. railroad car fleet.

REFLECTORIZATION

Reflectorization has its greatest sa-fety potential for
accidents that occur at nigirt and irwolve a motor vehicle
striking the side of a train. In many of these accidents,
the motorist is apparently unable to see the train in
time to stop the vehicle saJely. Reflectors on the side
of a railcar rvill reflect Light from a motor vehiclers
headlights back toward tlte vehicle and, to the driver,
such reflectors will appear as light sources or "bright
spots" against a dark background.

The approach t¿ken to analyze the effectiveness of
reflectorization was to examine first the factors tÀat
a^ffect the amount of reflected light that can be erçected
at various distances from a grade crossing and then to
compare these light levels witlt visual detection stan- .

dards to see whether detection (and perception) of a
trainrs presence is likely.

The type of reflector that wor¡ld be used on railroad
cars is called a retroreflector or reflexreflector.
Retroreflectors reflect incident light back toward the
light source in a narrow beam. Retroreflective ma-
terials are used extensively for highway signs, pave-
ment markings, and motor vehicle markings.

The amount of light received by an observer from a
retroreflector is a-tTected by six factors: the reflective
intensity of the reflector, its size, the intensity of the
original light source, atmospheric transmissivity,
windshield transmittance, and its distance from the
observer. The relationship between these factors and
illumina¡ce received by the observer is given by Equa-
tion 1:

L=(t.ARt2dw)/d4
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A FORTRAN computer program was written to com-
pute reflector illumina¡ce received by a driver for
various reflector (train) locations. The program used
headÞmp luminous -intensity distributions and retrore-
flector properties to determine expected reflector
brightness. Values were computed for reflector loca-
tions from 30 m (100 ft.) to 244 m (800 ft) in front of the
motor vehicle and from 122 m (400 ft) to the left to
122 mto the right of the projected path of the motor
vehicle. tr addition, the program allowed for variation
in the size, efficiency, and placement height of reflec-
tors; the conditions of headlights, windshields, and



tivity that high-intensity grade provides over engineering mately back to the driver) is a function of the location
grade is needed to produce illumination levels that are of the reflector in relation to the headlights, the type
sufficiently bright at long distances for grade-crossing of headlight system, the mode of headlight óperation
safety. The low range of divergence angles e¡pected (high beam or lorv beam), a¡d the mainténance level
also contributed to the selection of high-intensity grade. of the headlights (atignment a¡rd cleanliness).

Reflector efliciency is defined as the proportion of In most operational situations, the retroreflectors
the original reflectivity that a reflector maintains under on the railcars will be located above the horizontal axis
given operating conditions. Reflector efficiency de- of the motor vehiclers headlight system. Under high-
creases with time because of deterioration of the re- beam operation, a sulrstantial amôunt of light is beãmed
flective material and accumulation of dirt and grime. upward; however, very litge light is direcled upward in
The average efliciency of the reflectors on a fleet of the low-beam opérational mode. But the amo'nt of
cars would depend on the frequency of reflector re- üght incident oñ the reflector surface is enha¡rced at
placement, the level of reflector maintenance, the tong distances due to the decreasing vertical angle be-
operating environments of the railcars, and the dur- tween the reflectors and the headfifht axis. For ex-
ability and dirt-resistant qualities of the reflective ample, for a vertical separation ofg.B * (1.0 ft) (seematerial. Figure 2) low-beam headlight intensity is i5oo cO at

Limited data are available on the decreased reflector 30 m (10b ft) and 4500 cd {t Z++ m (g¡b ft).
efficiency that can be e4pected from continuous use of The use óf nigh-neam lights was stu¿iéO Uy the South-
retroreflectors on railroad rolling stock. However, a west Research Institute (11j, which found thai less than
fcading-rn'anufaeturerofrreflestive materials adçertises ?Spc¡ecnt of ¡re23 126 vre'eÉÍaOSOnry
that silver high-intensity reflective sheeting used on road situation (high beams appropriate) actually uied
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atmosphere; and the intersection angle between the
train and the motor vehicle"

Reflective Intensity

The reflective intensity of a reflector depends on the
grade of reflective material and on the incidence and
divergence angles. The incidence angle is the angle
from the light source to a line normal to the reflective
surface, and the divergence angle is the angle between
the tine of sight of the observer and the path of light
from the source (Figure 1).

The divergence angle is a function of the distance
between the driver's eyes and tlte light source and the
distance between the reflector and the light source.
Because the distance between the light sourse and the
driveris eyes is a constant, the divergence angle de-
creases as the distance between the vehicle and the
reflector increases (Figure 1). In the analysis, dimen-
sions for a typical U.S. passenger vehicle were used
(p) attd produced divergence angles of 2o to 0.14o.

The overall efïiciency of a retroreflector is maxi-
mized when the divergence and incidence angles are
both zero. Furthermore, since both the divergence
and incidence angles vary inversely with reflector-
vehicle separation, reflector efficiency rvill increase
with separation between train and motor vehicle.

Retroreflective sheeting material is currently avail-
able in two grades: engineering grade and high-intensity
grade. Analyses in this study are based on the reflec-
tive qualities of high-intensity-grade reflective sheet-
ing, since the threefold to fourfold increase in reflec-

Figure 1. Divergence and incidence angles of retroreflectors. Retrorerrcc:o'

vertical surfaces for highway signs will have a reflective
intensity of 200 (80 percent of origin:al specified reflec-
tivity) after 10 years of service ard proper cleaning of
the material, while tlte eflective performance life is
decreased to seven years in areas of abundant sunshine.
fn general, experience with high-intensity sheeting in
highway use indicates an effective performance life of
12-14 years (10). Indications are, however, that the
railroad environment is more severe than that experi-
enced by highway signing and that a shorter life may
consequently be expected for reflective sheeting used
on railroad rolling stock. Nevertheless, the reflector
efficiency question cannot be definitively answered
before field tests of reflectors on railcars have been
performed.

ln the absence of reliable data, a reflector efficiency
of 0.50 has been used in this study. Since the reflective
intensities have been computed conservatively, the
actual reflectivities used in tJre aaalysis represent ap-
proximately 30-40 percent of the reflective intensities
of new silver high-intensity sheeting,

Reflector Size

In the analysis, a reflector size of 0.023 m' 1O.ZS tt'¡
was used since it is the largest size that can still be
viewed as a "point source" under most conditions ex-
pected at grade crossings.

Motor Vehicle Headlight Systems

The amount of tight beamed on a reflector (and ulti-

Divergence hgle, 0

\ observer's Eye

Light Source

Incidence hg1e, 0

\ to.*t Lo RefÌector suface
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brightness and the contrast with its surroundings Q).
The threshold illumination level for a point source
viewed against a background luminance of 0.0034 cd/rn'z
(0.001 foot lambert) (overcast, moon) is 24.? x 10-'g Ix
(2.3 x 104 footcandles) (19. This value represents the
illumin:ation level requirèd for 98 percent probability of
detection when the observer knows precisely where to
look for the light, and it must be increased 5 to 10 times
if the light is to be easily found. The Federal Aviation
Administration's (FAA) detection level for pilots is ?.8
times this minimum threshold. If the light signal is to
attract the attention of an observer who is not actively
looking for it, then increases of 100 to 1000 times the
threshold level are needed (19).

For the study, a three-region criterion was used to
assess the deteclability of various reflector illumination
levels. It was assumed that the FAA detection level for

"*p""þrdlP" 
b+ä:lå:?HËffiåil,";iHHi"1'ffiH*?iff +

Figure 2. Visibility of retroreflectors at a typical railroad-
highway grade crossing.

their high beams. Therefore, if reflectors are to be
highly effective, they must be visible under low-beam
illumination.

A headtight efficiency of 0.85 was used in all analyses.
This figure is consistent with research findings (¡4!!)
for operation during dry-roadway conditions. During
wet-road conditions, light reductions of 50 percent are
not uncommon. However, recent research on the
visibility of reflectorized overhead highway signs (14)
indicates that sign illumination increases by a factor of
more than two under wet-road conditions because of the
increased amount of light reflected up from the wet
pavement. Thus, the 0.Bb headlight efficiency used in
the analyses should be applicable to most driving condi-
tions. Effects of improper aim of headlights were not
included in the analyses because of inadequate data.

Atmospheric conditions affect the efficiency of any
reflector. Fog and haze, lor example, reduce all
visibility, including that of light bounced ofï a retrore-

(5-mile) daytime visibilityl was used.

Windshield Conditions

A windshield transmits only a portion of the total light
incident on it. For untinted windshields, the trans-
mittance is about 87.5 percent, but only about 72.5 per-
cent of the light is transmitted through tinted windshields
(!!). Tinted windshields are kno',vn to decrease visibility
distances at night; horwever, these decreases are usually
Iess than 10 percent (l!.,¡l). In the analysis, a wind-
shield transmittance ol 70 percent was used.

Detection Level

Detection of reflected light depends primarily on its

crossing

of railroad-highway grade crossings. A driver familiar
with the sight of railcar reflectors, approaching a
grade crossing that he or she knows has high train

source at this level. Most drivers, however, would
require an illumination level significantly higher than
the FAA threshold for detection.

An illumination level of 1000 times the minimum
threshold 124.1 x 10'6 lx (2.3 x 104 footcandles)J should
be sufficient to make the reflector detectable to all but
the few drivers who are completely oblivious to their
driving environment. In the region between 100 and
1000 times the minimum threshold (24,1 x 10-7 lx to
24,7 x 10-6 lx), the reflector "probably" would be
detected. Between the FAA threshold and the 100-times
level, the reflector could "possibly" be detected.

RESULTS

Figure 3 shows the three ranges of reflector visibility

flector. In the analyses, a "light haze" condition [B-km volumes, should be able to detect a reflected light

q,

Rail¡oad

Rai 1 car
Rêtrorefl-ector

v

PROFIU OF HIGHWÀY @NMRLINE
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Figure 3. Visibility regions for an intersection angle of 90o for low beams and for high beams.
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e).pected from a two-lamp low-beam system and a four-
lamp high-beam system. As expected, the "visible"
region is much larger for high-beam illumination than
it is for low-beam illumination. Even so, the "visible"

ñ
õ

=

region for the low beams extends 152 m (500 ft) from
the vehicle and the "probably visible" region beyond
244 m (800 ft)" For the crossings represented by these
figures, there is little question that reflectors would
be visible wÍth high-beam illumination and would most
likely also be visible with tow-beam illumination.
Separate ar¡alyses performed indicate tbat changing
the intersection angle to 45o does little to a-ffect the
visibility of the reflector.

The effectiveness of the reflectors is greatly in-
fluenced by the position of the reflector on the railroad
car. Figure 4 shows the visibility regions for a reflec-
tor located 1.5 m (5 ft) above the plane of headtights,
and a comparison of Figure 4 with Figure 3 for low
beams shows that the impact of raising the reflector
1.2 m (4.0 ft) is a reduction of the "visible" region to
practically zero, although the "probably visible" region

high reflector on visibility is much less when illumira-
tion is by high beams.

Reflector Effectiveness

The analytical evaluation of reflector effectiveness in-
dicates that retroreflectors on the sides of railroad
cars should be detectable at distances between 152 m
(500 ft) and 305 m (1000 ft) if illuminated by low-beam
lights and between 274 m (900 ft) and 610 m (2000 fi) if
illuminated by high-beam lights. Before any con-
clusions may be drawn about the effectiveness of the
reflectors in elíminåting grade-crossing accidents, two
questions must be ¿mswered: How much sight distance
is needed for safe stopping, and ho"v inadequate is the
visibility of unreflectorized cars?

Stopping distance for speeds of 16 km/h (10 mph) to
113 km/h (?0 mph) for dry, wet, and icy pavements
were computed by using a 2.5-s perception and reaction
time. A stopping distance of 162 m (500 ft) should be
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Table 1. N¡ghtt¡me visibility distances for reflectorized and

unref lectorized railroad cars.
Approximate Detection Distances' (m)

Two-Lamp Low-Beam System Four-Lamp High-Beam System

Type of
RåiI Car

Possibly Probably
Visible Visible Visible

Possibly Probably
Visible Visible Visible

EmpW flat car
Unrellectorized

Black
Red
White

Rellectorized

15-m box car
Unreflectorized

Black
Red
White

Refl.ectorized

<30 <30
30 <30
91 46

366 305

30 <30
46 30

13? ',16

366 305

<30
<30
<30
152

<30
<30

30
152

91
13?
273
610

183
244
488
610

13?
213
335
45',t

46
91

\52
451

<30
<30

46
274

46
16

13?
214

Note: 1 m=3.3ft.
" Based on data repoded in the 1 947 edition of the I ES L¡ghting Handbook.

Figure 5. Relationship between vehicle stopping distance
and critical po¡nt on train.

adequate for most highway driving speeds and, since
visibility distances of reflectors even when illuminated
by low beams exceed 152 m, retroreflectors on the
sides of railcars shor¡Id provide adequate visibility to

torized railcars, visibility ranges comparable to the
three used for the reflectors were estÍmated for a

illuminated by low-beam headlights and the fact that
most drivers fail to use high-beam lights when they

Benefits of Reflectorization

Accidents were classified into four groups. Category 1

consisted of accidents in which the motor vehicle strikes

just as it started crossing the highway. To determine
which accidents met this criterion, a "critical point"

are effective, then the only nighttime accidents in this
category that would not be eliminated are those that

allow for safe stopping under most conditions ex- the train at a point that is far enough back along the
perienced at railroad-highway grade crossings, train to indicate that the driver could have stopped

In order to assess the visibility of existing unreflec- sa-fely if he or she had detected the train's presence

bTusingtll-
(50-ft) flatcar (Table 1). motor vehicle speed, the train.speedr. and the condition

Visibilityrangesof unreflectorizedrailroadcars of thepavement(dry, wet, oricy). If themotorvehicle
are significantly shorter when illumir¡,ation is provided hit at or behind the critical point, the accident was in-
by low-beam headlights rather than by high beam. With cluded in category 1 if the location hit was not the first
the exception of dark-colored empty flatcars, visibilíty car or unit and in category 2 if the location hit was the
distances for unreflectorized cars Ílluminated by high- first car or unit. Accidents involving a motor vehicle
beam headlights seem to be adequate for sa-fe operation hitting a train forward of ùhe critical point were Ín-
at normal highway speeds. On the other hand, illumina- cluded in category 3. Category 4 comprised all acci-
tion by low-beam headlights does not even allow for sa-te dents in which the train hit the motor vehicle.
stopping distance at 32 km/h (20 mph). Category 1 includes the accidents most likely to be

Civen tire low visibility of unreflectorized railcars eliminated by reflectorization. Assuming that reflectors

should, it follows tÌ¡at the increased visibility distances occur at grade crossings where the view of the tracks is
provided by reftectorization of railcars should be effec- obscured, those that occur because of motor vehicle
live in elíminating certain grade-crossing accidents. equipment failures, or those that occur because of human
The extent of the þenefits anticipated from reflectoriza- factors such as poor eyesight, intoxication, attempted

critical point

a-- brakes applied

velocity of the motor vehicle

tion is discussed next. suicide, sleeping at the $/heel, or bad judgment.
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A smaller proportion of the accidents in category 2 thermore, the fact that the nighttime category 1 aecident
is enpected to be rectified by reflectorization. In order rate at actively protected croÀsings is more than seven
for an accident to be included in category 2, it must times the daytinìe rate indicates that visibiuty is most
have had a crÍtical point of less than 15 m (50 ft) (one likely a contributing factor in these accidents. Since no
car lengtù). In some cases the short critical distances program of reflectorization could hope to provide visi-
were caused by a blank in the data field for either the bility levels better than those experÍènceùin daylight
motor vehicle speed or the train speed. conditions, ihe daylight accidenCrates were used as tåe

Categories 3 and 4 contain those accidents least upper límiis on effeciiveness of reflectorization.
Iikely to be eliminated by reflectorization. In order The relative proportions of travel occurring during
for reflectors to be effective in preventing accidents the day, dawn or dusk, and night periods were used to
from these categories, the train would have to be visible computê the number oi accidents lhat corresponded to
before it reached the grade crossing. Since the the daylight accident rate. For example, there is 82
analytical studies of reflector effectiveness (Figure 3) percent is much travel at night as ttrere is during day-
do indicate that trains would be visible at up to 61 m iight; thus, one would expeci32 percent as many acci-
1?00 ft) before they reach the grade crossing, it is ¿entÁ to oécur at night as occur ãuring ihe day ii
likely that some of the category 3 and 4 accidents could visibility and other-nighttime-related-phenomena are
be prevented by reflectoriz,ation. not a problem. The numbers of accidãnts potentially

calcuration of Benef*s ;i"Jf$lJ"l,"Tåi"î:J;:*'ift'JH;Ëi,i::ì¡btained
from the night accidents and 6.3 percent of the daylight

A three-step process was used to estimate the number accidents fiom üre dawn or duskãccidents. These 
-

of accidents that would be eliminated by reflectoriza- values are shown in Table 2.
11o". First, the number of accidents tl¡at were poten- It is assumed Ûrat the daylight accident rates include
tially caused by ryglq49 visibility problems was esti- those accidents caused by motõr vehicle equipment
mated from the 1975 FRA computer-file accident data. failure and huma¡ factors. It seems reasõnable to
Next, accidents occurring under circumstances in assume that accidents resulting from motor vehicle
which reflectors would not be effective (e.g., bad equipment failures, attemptediuicide, heart attacks,
weather, visua-l obstructions, intoxicated drivers) were oi ¡àA judgment should be equally likeiy io occur at
eliminated. Finally, the accidents were reduced to night as thãy are during the day. 

- 
On the other hand,

reflect the proportion of grade crossings in which ac-cidents résulting from human factors such as pooí
highway-railroad geometry does not allow for effective eyesight, intoxicatìon, or sleeping at the wheel àre
use of reflectors. more likely to occur át night than during the day.

A comparison was made of the accident rates at night Category 1 accidents represent B.g pãrcent of alt
(and dawn or dusk) with those that occur during day- grade-ciossing accidents during the day. Since this
light. ReÞtive accident rates for each of the four ðategory of acõidents is caused primarily by visibility
categories of accidents are given in the table below, problems that should not exist düring the day, its oc--

cumence rate should represent the nonpreventable acci-categorv dents discussed above. Accident data from Pennsylvania
Item L ? q L .Ç) were available in a form that allowed comparison

Pass ve warn ng
Dawn or dusk 3.7 3.1 1 .4 1 .7
Night g.2 4.0 0.9 1.4 crossing accidents that occurred in Pennsylvania in

Active warning 1976 were caused by motor vehicle equipment failure
Dawn or dusk 3.2 2.6 1.5 2.1 and human factors.
Night 7.5 3.6 f .B 2.o Reflectors are effective only when the driver is able

All crossings to see tllem and perceive that the reflectors are on a
Dawn or dusk 3.4 2.9 1.4 1.9 train. Visibilíty of Ûre reflectors can be affected byNight 8'6 3'9 1.2 1.6 physical obstruétions, weather conditions, a¡rd human

rhe accidenr rares are expressed as rarios and indicate liTlirir":rli3:ti:äåHj3ilfrflJ:tr?f"iiji"* Jå:,"d
the relative occurrence rate of each accident category by thé drivers'attentiveness or degree of intoxication.in relationlolhe rlay-lighlrate- Jor example, lhe value l¿ ças estirnated tùat 65 percent oiãlLdrivers¡,vere
of 9.2 for category 1 accidents occurring at night at alert.
crossings that have passive controls indicates that this Table 2 shows the percentages of accidents 6at oc-
particular type of accident is 9.2 times more likely to curred under the variõus conditions that would permit
occur at night than it is during daylight. Variations in reflectors to be effective. Data on the presencè of ob-
train tra"fiic volumes by time of day have not been con- structions and adverse weather (fog, snow, or ice con-
sidered in determining these relative accident rates. It ditions) were obtained from ttre ÈnÁ accidãnt file.
is assumed that train volumes at night are equal to or
less than daylight volumes and thus do not add to ttre Alcohol and Other Human Factors
decreased exposure rate that occurs at night.

Some accident reduction is e4pected atãctively Certain causal factors in accidents are more prevalent I

protected crossings. Previous studies of reflectoriza- during the night than during the day. Accidents caused
tion have limited the benefits to passively protected by excessive use of alcohol, drowsiness, alrd poor eye- l

crossings on the assumption that actively protected sight fall into this category. l

crossings already inform the motorist of the impend- Limited data are available on the roles of alcohol ,

ing presence of a. train and that reflectors woutd add and other human factors in railroad-highway grade- 
]

nothing to warn the driver. A study of driver behavior crossing accidents. Data from Pennsylvania (22); ;

at signalized railroad crogsingq Q!) found a surpris- Alameda and Sacramento Counties, California@);
ingly high rate of "critical incidents" (vehicles not and Dade County, Florida (ZÐ were used in ass-ssing
stopping for the signal or zígzagg¡ng around fully the impact of these factorsõã reflector effectiveness.
descended gates) during signal alarm periods. Fbr- On the basis of the results of these studies, it is esùi-
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Table 2. Factors that affect the effectiveness of reflectors.

Total
AccidentType Accidents

Caused by Percent¿ge
Nighttime With No
Factors Obstructions

With Rellector
Acceptablê Eflectiveness
Speeds (#l

Caused by
Daylight
Factors

Without
Adverse
Weather

Passive warning
Category I

Nieht
Dawn or dusk

Category 2
Nieht
Dawn or dusk

Category 3
Night
Dawn or dusk

Category 4
Night
Dawn or dusk

Total
A.ctive wârning

Category 1

Ntght
Dawn or dusk

Category 2
Night
Dawn or dusk

Category 3

Night
Dawn or dusk

Category 4
Nieht
Dawn or dusk

Total
All crossings

396
31

3?5
56

129
4L

1349
336

z',t13

255
2l

231
33

145
24

1 15?
238

27t0
4823

5?1
tL2
900

2420

63
I

586
t26

12 10
2403

90.6
?5.0

94.9
94.3

83.5
8'.1.7

93.0"
93.0"
s2.2

94.7
89.5

9?.8
96.9

88.5
87.1

93,0"
93.0"
93.4

93.3
96.4

90.1
83.0

90.1
79.5

353
23

267"
38

0"
11

365
742

1193

22t
t4

172
20

43
I

93
18

150
30

984
194

1520

34
,|

65
13

82
16

100.0 49.0
100.0 35.5

90.0b
80.0b
89.0

95.6
94.'.|

95,2
87.5

90.6
95. ?

100.0 38.?
100.0 33.9

5?.8 0.0
5?.8 '.t.t

25.0 3.?
25.0 5.1
50.3 16.1

100.0 51.0
100.0 38.1

100.0 43.9
100.0 33.3

20.3
9.7

6.?
't.2

1?.9
16.9

90.0ù
90.0b
91.4
90.0

5?.8

2 5.0
25.0
46.5
48.6

" For categorv 3 accidents at passive warn¡ng€, the n¡ghttime accident rate was less than the daylight râte. The anomaly is probably Je to the

mi$lassificat¡on of accidents into categort2 becauJe of missing data for train or motor vehicle speed; 21 accidents were subtrâcted from the

category 2 acc¡dents to make up for the def¡cit in category 3 accidents.
b Estimâted.
" From 1 975 F RA Rail-H¡ghway Grade-Crossing Accident$/lnciden$ Bulletìn {2f)

mated that 35 percent of the accidents involve drivers
who are sufTiciently impaired that they would not be
e)rpected to detect and perceive the presence of a train
f rom illuminated reflectors.

Effects of Highway-Railroad Geometry

Very little information about the geometry (vertical and
horizontal) of railroad-highway grade crossings is
available. The Association of American Railroads
(AAR) - FRA Grade -Crossing tnventory c ontains inf or-
mation about the crossing angle of the highway and
railroad, but it contains nothing about the vertical or
horizontal alignments of the two routes. The grade-
crossing geometry, along with natural and manmade
obstructions, determines the visiblity at a crossing.

(65 percent), and "acceptable speeds" by the proportion
of tõtaf accidents that were caused by nighttime factors.
These effectíveness values are shown in Table 2.

Table 3 summarizes the maximum benefits anticipated
from reflectorization. These are the benefits that would
accrue if all crossings had the proper geometry to
allow for adequate nighttime visibility. The numbers
of fatalities and iniuríes and the amounts of property
damage were obtained from the FRA 1975 computer-
file accident data. Property-damage figures include
damage to the motor vehicle, the train equipment, and
the track and signal structures.

Costs of Reflectorization

The costs of a reflectorization program were divided

initial installation costs, arutual replacement costs for
reflectors destroyed by vandals or train operations,
armual maintenance costs for cleaning reflectors, and
program implementatíon costs. Costs are based on the

1. High-intensity, high-tack reflgctive sheeting is
used at a cost of fi23.14/nf ($2.15lft).

2, Each railroad car is equipped r¡¡Ìth four (two per
side) 15x15-cm (6x6-in) squares of reflective sheet-
ing.

3. Each locomotive is equipped with six (three per
side) 15x15-cm squares of reflective sheeting.

4, Five percent wastage of material occurs.
5. The insbffation rate is 30-60 reflectors/work

hour.
6. Labor costs are $20/h.
7. No special handling of cars is required for in-

stallation or maintenance (work will be done during re-
quired inspections).

category 1 and category 2 accidents are different from
those needed for category 3 and category 4 accidents.
In category t and 2 accidents, it is only necessary to
see the highway-railroad intersection. In order for
category fand-4 accidents to be eliminated, it is neces- following assumptions:
sary to see the train at some point before it reaches
the crossing. The actual distance up the track that
the traín is required to be visible depends on the
train speed and the motor vehicle speed.

The proportion of accidents in which the train speed
and motor vehicle speed are both such that the train
would be within the range of the motor vehicle's head-
lights soon enough for the driver to stop is shown in
Table 2. For category 1 a¡d 2 accidents, this value is
100 percent, since the train does not have to be seen
until it is across the intersectíon.

The overall effectiveness of reflectorization (assum-
ing adequate crossing geometry for proper visibility)
was found by multiplying the percentages for "no ob-
structionsr" "without adverse weatherr" "alert drivers"
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Table 3. Maximum annual benefits of reflectorizat¡on.

Reflector Property

Reduction in

Accident Type Accldents ($) Accidents Fatalities Injuries ($)

Paasive warning
Câtegory I

Nieht
Dâwn or dusk

Cãtegory 2
Night
Dawn or dusk

Category 3
Night
Dawn or dusk

Category 4
Night
Dawn or dusk

TotaI
Active warning

Category 1

Night
Dawn or dusk

Câtegory 2
Night
Dawn or dusk

Category 3
Night
Dawn or dusk

Category 4
Night
Dawn or dusk

TotåI
AII crossings

92
3

47
1

0
1

13

4
16?

194 t7
11 0

145 5
190
00
30

503
772

439 21

396 49.0
3 1 35.5

3?5 38.7
56 33.9

129 0.0
47 1.7

64
1

50
6

16
0

2t
4

t62
329

251 740
5 030

98 510
11 100

1349
336

2713

255
27

231
3

746
24

1157
238

2110
4823

3.1
5.1

16.1

5 1.0
38.1

43.9
33.3

20.3
9.7

o. t
7.2

1?.9
16.9

130 7
80

104 4
11 0

294
20

11 5
7',t 1

3?8 2t
81? 48

0
2 980

48 124
20 447

443 525

136 850
10 900

?0 3?0
6 490

39 040
2 160

11 110
19 820

363 400
807 325

Table 4. Est¡mated costs of ref lectorizing U.S. railroad
rolling stock. Estimated Cost Ranges (197? $)

First Cost Equivalent Amual
($000 000s) Cost' ($000 000s)Cost Category Unit Cost ($)

Materiâl
Installation
Amual replacement

(5 percent/year)
Maintemnce

Once a year
Once in two years

Program implementation
Research and development
Program development
Public education
Administration (per year)

Totâl

23.74/m2
0.33 -0,6?/reflector
0.90 -1.25/rellector

0.2 5 -0.50/reflector

100 000
100 000
100 000
125 000

4.0 0.8
2.3-4.6 0.5-0.9
- 0.3-0.4

- 1.?-3.5
- 0.9-1.7

0.2
6.3-8.6 2.1-5.8

j'Jlå;,1"ï,'"; 
1oi'o Il;"" ",.

8. The reflective material has a seven-year eco- high-side cars could n¡n as high as $1.5-3.2 míllion.
nomic Ufe.

I- The4iseount r¿te is 10 pe+eent#ost-Effeetiveness Arra1ysi

Table 4 contains a summary of the cost estimates
for the reflectorization program. Ranges of costs are
given for items that cannot be estimated exactly, due
to insufäcient documented data. Annual costs are ex-
pected to be between $2.7 and $5.8 million. The cost of
maintenance is the area that has the highest degree of
uncertainty. It is also a ma¡or component of the total
project cost. Research is needed to answer the ques-
tions about the frequency of maintenance required and
its associated cost.

Another unknown that a-ffects the cost of the project
is the optimum pattern to be used in placing the reflec-
tors on the railcars. Cost estimates in Table 4 as-
sume that two reflectors are placed on each side of
each car. It may be desirable to use additional reflec-
tors on high freight cars to provide a delineating effect
that will reduce driver perception time. Again, field
research is needed to determine the best pattern to be
used. Additional annual costs for extra delineators on

The difficult task of assigning dollar values to the bene-
fits that result from savings in human life and injury
was accomplished by using values determined by the
National Highway Tra-tfic Sa-tety Administration (NHTSA)
(3Ð. NHTSA has made a sonsiderable effort to establish
the societal costs of motor vehicle fatalities and in-
juries. If a reflectorization program is to receive fund-
ing, then its cost-effectiveness should be compared with
the cost-effectiveness of other proposed safety pro-
grams to see whether it merits the spending of scarce
dollars. Thus, the absolute values of the benefits as-
signed to injuries and fatalities is less important than
the consistency of values used when comparing the cost-
effectÍveness of several competing projects.

A value of $318 000 has been used as the average
societal cost of a fatality; this is the NHTSA 1975 value
updated to 1977 dollars by using a 6 percent arurual in-
flation rate" A value of $5000 has been used as the
average societal cost of an injury. This value falls be-
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FUTURE RESEANCH NEEDS

Research needs to be done to determine the size, pat-
tern, and location of retroreflectors on the sides of rail-
road rolling stock that will optimize motorist detection
and perception of a train's presence.

Research should be conducted to examine tùe decrease
in reflectivity of retroreflectors that is caused by con-
tinuous use in railroad environments" This research
is needed to determine whether maintenance is re-
quired.

Further research investigating driver behavior in
the vicinity of railroad-highway grade crossings witlt
both active and passive warning devices should be con-
ducted.
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could be concentrated at railroad terminals in areas of
high unemployment. This project would appear to in-
volve direct federal funding because of the mobile r¡ature
of the railroad vchiclcs, which are not restricted to one
state.

It appears, however, that a certain effect that
weakens the case for reflectorization was not con-
sidered, In a substantial percentage of cases, head-
lights from highway tra^tfic in the opposing direction
ca¡ be seen through the spaces betrveen the moving
train cars, or under the bodies of the cars between the
wheels, thus ereating a very eye-catching effect that
is more visible than the reflectors, and this is an addi-
tional circumstance under whÍch the reflectors would
not be effective.

In category 3 and 4 accidents, the locomotive's head-
light would normally be visible long before the reflec-
tors, because its visibility does not depend on reflec-
tivity and because it is much higher off the ground than
the reflectors. The illumination of objects around the
crossing by the locomotive headlights as the train ap-
proaches may also attract more attention to the train
tha¡ the reflectors would, especially since this effect
precedes the arival of the train,

I am skeptical that reflectors on the cars couldcreate
a significant increase in attracting a motorist's atten-
tion when the crossing is protected by gates (which
normally have flashing lights on the gate in addition to
those on the mast); I believe, therefore, that accidents
occurring at gated crossings are very unlikely to be
prevented by reflectors. In some cases, the gate may
actually block the view of the reflector. Is there any
reason that the distinction between gates and flashers
a¡d flashers alone was not made? Perhaps the acci-
dents that occur at gated crossings should be taken as
the limit of the effectiveness of reflectors, rather tha¡
daylight conditions.

Perhaps a further analysis of category 2 accidents
should be made. The paper indicates that in "some
cases" accidents fell into this category because of a
"blank in the data field." Notes in Tabte 2 indicate
that some adjustment was made, but no justification
is given. It would appear that a similar adjustment
would be needed in the "active ',varning" category.

More than four reflectors per car (two per side)
would proba.bly be needed on cars more than 18 m (60 ft)
long. Common types of cars, such as piggyback, auto-
mobile racks, and automobile parts cars are about 26-
27 m (85-90 fi) long. It would seem that the maximum
distance between reflectors should be about I m (30 ft).
I feel that answers to these questions, which reflect

24.

25.

botå positively and negativelyon tåegojeefare \vorth-
evaluating.

Discussion
Louis T. Cerny, Erie Western Railway Company,
Huntington, Indiana

The reflectorization of railroad rolling stock appears to
me to be a good idea. Certain factors would make it
appear even more favorable than the study shows. In
most cases the reflectors would be moving, causing
increased probability of detection, and more than one
reflector is likely to be in view at all times. I do not
believe these additional favorable efÏects were taken
into consideration.

Another favorable aspect is that the cleaning and
application of the reflectors is a low-skill job and, be-
cause of the natio¡ral nature of the car fleet, the work

John B. Hopkins, Transportation Systems Center, U.S. De-
partment of Transportation, Cambridge, Massachusetts

McGinnis has carried out a comprehensive and pene-
trating analysis that appears to achieve as definitive an
ans\¡/er as can reasonably be expected concerning the
costs and benefits of railcar reflectorization. His paper
brings out many of the uncertainties that are inherent
to our basic lack of knowledge concerning accident
causation, driver behavior, reflector degradation in
the railrq.d environment, etc. I¡r most cases I find his
assumptions and estimates to be quite reasonable. It
is my purpose in these brief comments to address only
a few aspects in which I feel the ambiguities are so
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important as to warrant special attention. MI¡ aim is scenario, ultlt ful1 consideration of the limitations on

nodio ériticize, r.or I havô no substantive complaints potential safety effectiveness described above, reason-

with the study. Rather, I wish to emphasize s-ou"ces able minimum and maximum benefits might be approxi-
of uncertainti trtat I coúslder to be relevurt to inter- mately 25 and ?5 perccnt of the values projected in the

pretation of the results, particutarly with reference to paper. The net effect of these modifications, wlich re-
îo"*ol"tio' of policy in this area. ãuãe both costs and benefits, is relatively small; I

McGiruris has effectively placed an upper bound (the infer a subjective "most- l jkely" benefit-cost ratio 
-

¿avüáttt accident rate) on mË sa¡ety benifits that might probably in excess o.t f .o litt less than 2.0. It should

¡e"asîociated with reÍlectorization. The question thén be noted at this point that the benefits accrue primarily
becomes one of estimating appropriate reductions from to society ín general and only to a limÍted degree to

this value due to various limitations. One could quibble the raihôads. Installation at railroad expense would

over matters of headlight aim, the assumption of low- thus almost certainly have a benefit-cost ratio for them

¡uu* op"t"tion, stopping distances, etc. However, well below 1.0. From either the societal or railroad

these are minor points, änd they teir¿ to balance onâ viewpoint, t^h9re..m1y well be other investments in

another. More complex is the need to assess whether crosèing Safety that- can be. .expected to yie.ld greater

lnoiã accioents ideniified as relevant are truly caused benefits. To keep this matter in perspective, note

by visibility problems of a type that could Ue äitigateO !Þ! tl" above estimates imply a maximum saving of

ry reflectois, vry suljeciiväviewis that reflectõr ef- 12 to 36 lives/year, p.rior.to.correction for geometric

fectiveness as shown in Table 2 is somewhat optimistic, factors that could easily diTinish the benefits by another

or at least represents only a reasonable upper bound, factor of 2 to 4. The net effect on crossing sa'fety would

parii.ur""rv a:t crossings l¡at h"vu active-ïarning syr- thus be an improveme.nt 9T approximately 1-2 percent'

ié*". Foi example, Iïnd it quite untikely ttrat 11 per- Thus, while reflectorization may ultimately prove to be

cent of the drivers who fail to iespond to conventioùI a worthwhile step, with significant benefits, it_ does

railroad-crossing flashing lights (some with gates) for not appear to be of major importance to crossing sa-fety

night-related reaÈons will be deterred any more effec- in general'
tiv"erv ¡v railcar reflectors. This is a re-tativety im- Í am in full agreement with the research needs

portänt question, since Table 3 shows tbat 46 percent McGinnis has identified, and I would only add reflector
ãt tire expected áccident reduction is to occur ãt such type and cost to the reflector optimization study' At

erossings. tirè same time, the T^l?iiygly limited promise o.f reflec-
A faðtor that a"ffects both cost and effectiveness is torization, and the difficulty of obtaining definitive

reflector maintenance. One can envision many possible answers to these questions, seems to warrant only a

maintenance scenarios, each with its own benefil-cosù modest priority for such research,

implications. To my mind, the most realistic assump-
tion is that of no maintena¡rce at all' This substantially
reduces estimated costs (by 33 percent for the "mini-
mum cost" case and by 60 pereent for "maximum cost"),
while having a negative but indeterminate effect on

safety. (It is appropriate to mention here that other
types of reflectors could be used. For example, plastic
devices used as highway delineators have somewhat less

Otto F. Sonefeld, Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe
Railway CompanY, Chicago, Illinois

äãåiilorä Jt,å:riï:ru}]iliilii"J * tüiJ äõp*r'"át'"", u"t As lvlcGinnis indicated, the rerlectorization or railroad
^i ^ ^¿ ^4 l^L^+^ *^-" #i rúaarolling stock has been the subject of debate many times

over the past few decades. Arguments favoring re-
flectorizátion have generally failed to show significant
evidence of the effectiveness of this approach, par-
ticularly when compared with substa¡rtial argument in
favor of other grade-crossing safety activities.

The McGinnis study is perhaps the most compre-

active-wárninþ systems and to achieve mõre widespread hensive look at this subject to date, although it leaves

installation of train-activated devices. Reflectorized
crossbucks, improved flashing lights, and increased

they appear to perform well in a rather dirty environ-
*ent for many years without cleaning or replacement.)

In the context of policy formulation, another set of
factors takes on real significance. These involve the
effects of other activities that are expected to improve
grade-crossing sa"tety. For example, there are now
under way major efforts to improve both passive- and

many questions unansrvered. The problem, in my
opinion, is in the attempt to draw fairly firm conclu-

Serious government and industry consideration is cur-
rently belng given to widespread installatio¡ of
locomotivelmounted strobe lights, which should do

all that can be done through vísibitity enhancement to e><plored'

prevent the accidents Mcõinnis placðs in categories 3 - ._,The 
part of the study that deals with reflector visi-

and 4 (collisions occurriná ctosô to the front of the bility distances appears to be well documented and rea-

train). These repre."nt g"t percent of the total esti- sonable. one of the shortcomings of previous proposals

*"tu¿ t"t"uty reãuction, whieh would thus be eliminated for reflectorization has been the inability of engineering-

,.-, pot""tiri reflector úenefit. There could also be ¿ grade reflective material to function effectively in the

uãñtigniri"ant impact ãn categorles 1 and 2. (It is severe railroad environment without diligent mainte-

not claimed that strobé rigrtt" .,räu necessarily pievent nance.- The introduction of high-intensity reflective

these accidents. Howevãi, ior potentiat colúsions material would seem to diminish this problem, although

n"r" tt" locomotive, if str'obes ão not help, reflectors it is not clear that even the use of that material would

are unlikely to succeed either.) produce the 0.50 rate of efficiency used in the study.

The basic conclusions of thé paper, as presented in The recommended location for the reflective material

Figure 6, assume maximum and miniinurncost esti- is the most severe erwironment on a railcar.
*Ët"r. i suggest that for a more realistic estimate This is not to say that diligent maintenance could not

one should uãã a single no-maintenance cost assumption overcome this problem; how9v91, ex¡lerience in the 
.

thesubþct. sionr- frorn data t*at ds nst lend themselvesJs sueh de- l

tailed analysis. McGinnis has done a commendable job 
I

under these circumstances, but it has required making
certain assumptions that I feel should be more critically

that still has two curves, based on minimum and maxi-
mum estimates of benefits. For the no-maintenance

automatic car identification (ACI) program does not in-
dicate the capability or will of the rail industry to
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properly n¡aintain the reflective material unless there
is a return to the industry far greater than that provided
by the ACI program, St¡ch benefits are not apparent.
In any event, the long-term efTectiveness of tt¡i material
seems open to question. Certainly, the cost-benefit
ratios would be a-tfected by increased maintena¡ce re-
quirements.

In the same vein, although the report acknowledges
that a motorist may have a problem perceiving the
recommended light source as a railroad train on a
crossing, the perception time used in the report appears
to assume that a motorist immediately recognizes the

requires more rigorous enamination.
McGinnis correctly suggests further research into

various aspeots of this matter. I agree wittr these sug-
gestions and, as indicated by my comments in this dis-
cussion, I would also suggest further refinements or
clarifÍcations of some of the critical factors involved
in the development of costs and benefits associated rvitlr
this subject.

light source as a crossing hazard a¡d comes to a prompt
hali. I would suggest that a train crossing is unusual Atf thOf rS ClOSa11. e
enough in the total tra-fTic scheme ttr,at a longer percep-
tion time would be required to recognize it for what it is. It does not seem t}at blinking lights from opposÍng
- In developing the "ctitical point" used as the basis headlights shining tlrough ttrã spaces betwee¡ movingfor analysis of the FRA accident reports, apparently railcars will a-t¡eõt the iesults ôt tiris study; if whatvehicle speeds as stated on the reports are used. If so, Cerny says is true, and I think it is, then älivers aidedit appears tåat vehicle speeds would tend to be con- by thóse åtir*ing lights are alreadyieeing the train andsistently understatedr. inasmuch as the accident reports are sa-fely stoppingl Thus, they are not blecoming FRArequire speed at the time of impact, not üre approach accident itatiÀticJanA would nol be touched by thõ
speed at which the decision to stop must be made. U I potential benefits of reflectorization.
understand the rationale behind development of the Cerny indicated a concern about the impact of loco_
c-ritical point, this would then have the efÏect of placing motive headlights on potential reductions ôf category 3
that point further back in the train and thus of reducing and 4 accidenis from reflectorization, There aré piob-
botlt the number of accidents shown in categories 1 and lems Ín the use of locomotive headlights as a means of
2 and the number of vehicles ttr,at would realize any informing motorists about the impenãing danger of an
benefits from reflectorization. approaching train. Locomotive hìaOUgñts are placed

Highly important are the assumptions in tåis study ciõse togetñer, giving the impression õf a singÍe light,
that result in a finding tfiat category 1 accidents at and are aimed'in a very narrow beam. First;the tací<
active-warning crossings are 7.5 times more likely to of space between the two lamps does not allow aoccur at night than during daylight. This further motorist to judge distance inihe way he or she ca¡r
translates to a finding that reflectorization would pre- with widely äpaãeA automobile Þmpä. Second, thevent5lpercent, or130, oftheseaccidents. Rawdata narrowbeàrnof thelocomotivetreaàUgntmakesdetec-
for.1975, however, show a total of ?04 nighttime acci- tion of ttrese lights difficult for approiching vehicles.
dents at active-warning crossings of the ran-into-train In a study cond-ucted on the visuaiìonspicuîty of trainsvariety, and 650 during daylight. The exact methodology at grade crossings (g), Hopkins and Newfell concludedfor derivation of the figures in the study is not know¡, t'hai,ú;* *idtñ oì-ui,lo ild-*äuia ãe'ráquired it
but my reaction is lhat the study figureg are excessively visibility to a great mäjorüy of vehicles is to behigh, compared rvith actual figures. This, of -course, achieveã. Veiy Uttte úght is visible from a locomo_
has a significant effect on the cost-benefit analysis in tive headlight at angtes õf greater than 1bo ¡;-¿O;ftirus,
the report' locomotive"headügñts carurot be assumed to be effectiveAlso important to this analysis is the number of acci- in providing visibillity to approaching vehicles.
dents used as tåe base figure, t¡at is, potentially pre- The misling data responiible foithe misclassifica_
ventable. If 6:00 p.m. to 6:00 a.m. is a reasonable tion of certaintategory 
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accidents into category 2 doperiod in which to categorize nighttime accidents, the not seem to be too impbrtant in regard to thJtin¿t stuOy

FRA report for 1975 shows only 1658 ran-into-train results. A sensitivity analysis wa-s conducted to de-
accidents ín that period, many of which would involve termine the impact of changing perception and reactionstriking the locomotive. The study, .gllh" otherÏand, time on accideñt cbssificatlioñ.- rnis analysis indicated
appears to be using a base figure of 4823 potentia[y that the results are very insensitive to reaition a¡rdpreventahle accideuLs-Jdo ¡ot understandjhese dif-pereeption tirne¡rrhieh alsojndicatestt¡afttre assults
ferences.

Another problem t¡at is acknowredged but not used åifå:jä::ly 
insensitive to variations in vehicle and

in tàe cost-benefit study is the number of crossings at All ihree discussants expressed concern about the
which vertical and horizontal alig:rment is such as to high efÏectiveness of refleciors shown at actively con-
eliminate these crossings as candidates for improve- tróUed crossings. I would point out tllat the analysis
ment by reflectorizing cars. I would suggest that the indicated that 51 percent ofìategory 1 acõidents woutd
number is sizable. ha atìminoiaÀ nl ^¡*i,,^ ãú^dõiñ^^ :c ^r1 ^-^^^i-numper rs slzaore' be eliminated at active crossings if all crossings had
- Another category of accidents that is not discussed adequate visibility. I suspect that more of the accidentsin tJre report, but that could possibly be elimin,ted from at active-warning crossin'gs ihan at passive_warning
consideratíon for treatment by car reflectorization, is crossings are ciused by rãstricted visiUitity 

"i 
g"uä"

those ran-into-train accidents that occurred at illumi- crossings and would nol be eliminateA Uy renãctäriza-
nated crossings. This involves a minimum of 5?6 acci- tion. Hówever, this question carmot be answered until
dents in 1975 (677 in 19?7), although the FRA report more is knownâbout áctual visibitity at grade cross-
does not break these into nighttime and daylight acci- ings.dents' Sonefeld questioned the source of several figures

These comments are not meant to belittle the basic and the exacl methodology used in determÍningiiru*.
concept of reflectorizing rolling stock. Undoubtedly A more detailed descrip-tion of the mefiroaologî is avaif-there are many crossing situations that lend themselves able in an FRA publicatìon (2e. The 180 

"ã"Tä""t"to this treatment. Whetl¡er they are of the magnitude referred to by donefeld repñent b1 percent of the 2b5
suggested in the study ís, in my opinion, a matter that category 1 accidents that ôccurred at night at cròssings
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ttrat have active-warning systems (see Table 2). The on installation costs andr more importantly, until in-

base figure of 4g2B potentially preventable accidents formation on grade-crossing visibility is obtained, so

includes accidents in which the motor vehicle was that ranges of benefits can be established' At this

struck bY the train, i.e.r categor
lVithout specific regulations to require the cleaning

of refiectòrs', tlopt<insi no-maintena¡ce scenario is REFERENCE

probably the most realistic. However, it certainly
would be nice to have some 

""""à""nã" 
tttãìuãstiän or 26, R. G. McGinnis. The Benefits and costs of a

the impact of tack of reflector maintenance ôn reflector Program to Reflectorize the u.s. Fteet of Railroad

brightness. 
" 

.- Rolting stock. Federal Railroad Administration,

Hopkins' suggestion for using a single cost e-stinrate 19?9'

witir eitimates of minimum and maximum benefits to
g'e a more realistic idea of the programts benefit/cost publication of this paper sponsored by Committee on Railroad'Highway

iatio is impossible until better cost data are available Grade Crossings

Accident and Operational Guidelines

An¡nvestigationwasbeguntoprovidehighwaydesignersandtraffic Basically, threetypes.ofleft-turnfacilitiesarecon-
;;;;;;ìih ;ore U"rìnit¡uliniormat¡ãn on the iñ*allation of left" sidered in itris study: raised channelized one-way left-
irin mea¡an lanes. primary emphasis was on documentation of ex- turn median lane (raised COWLTML), flush COWLTML,
periences with continuous two-way left-turn median-lanes; however' and continuous two-way left-turn median lane
io, prrpot"t of comparison, channelized one-way left'turn med¡an. - ICTWLTML)
lanes (ra¡sea and rlush markinss) were included. tn', o.o.i 

,:'rili;' '- ï'c-ówl-ilurl, (Figure 1) is a median left-turn lane

L::îîìl;;ï'lîi:':lli"i:iiifl!iiioj.:iåjliliillå"ï,åïili;",,, trrat prãvi¿es 
"p"à" 

ior spéea changes and storage ror

resutts of fietd studies, and guidelines for use. A l¡teratur"lriey anã- 
' left-turning veñicles trave-lins in onl¡ one traffic.direc-

analysis of questionnaires r"trr*ä ¡V representatives.from Texai cities tion to turn at a designated location along a two-direction

and the Texas Stare Departmãni ot riigd;.vr and Public Transportation roadway. A CTWLTML is a left-turn median lane that
lugærir¿ ãt""r in whicir definitive guidelines were. required. Based on provides common space for speed changes and storage
thã-analysis of these two-phases of the studv, field studies-w.ere con--^ ior left-turning vehicles traveling in either direction and
ducted that conc€ntrated on operat¡onal character¡st¡cs, aäii:"åi: it 

"t-rifo*" 
turning movements aiany location along a

'¿:itr'jli,ïllfi:i[ï:i,::,t,lJå::î:";ii:å1ì:ii,ÏlJ, ffi**'' t g.-'""v """dway." 
Raised. crra¡urerizatio" is ce"er;lllo,,

for Continuous Two-WaY Left-Turn
Median Lanes
C. Michael'vValton and Randy B. Machemehl, Department of Civil Engineering'

University of Texas at Austin
Thomas Horne, city of Beaumont, Texas
William Fung, Federal Highway Administration

:fffi',å'ri¿Tä':iläiiå"";iä;¿Ëi.T|ii;ii,'- derined as the use of a curb or otherttnontransversible"
luaiõrrs.dndÍmlings rs 

-ñeluded, andrecommendation-ellineator, while-flush ehamrelizationgenerally refers ]
äiã'årã"iä.ã tã ¡tprouå current prãctices. ln the.op€ratioltl, "l11-t:'' to the use of paint, buttons, tile, or other easily trans-
irtË ;ñ of the itudy, emphasis was placed on th€ lateral !199:T9^"t u"""ibl" markings.
of vehicles in the left'turn lane and the entering and maneu-ver¡ngdrs' --Àitfrough 

sucñ median lanes have been in operation

fiffi:j;:|;î":ìîil1'LliËJïå;iï',iJä'"'ff1,iå:$iffi""ilä . t"." ii;meiil;, ;erv ritire i"ro"mation has beèn compiled

designers in determining the opt¡mum design elements to, ,uui-,a¿1i r"t- about their operational -differences 
and about trade-offs

turn lanes. 'Prrrrrur¡r 
ue'rsrr ererrrerru !v¡ 

between eactitype of left-turn facility, Therefore, the

primary objective of this paper is to present the results
of a study tLat was designed to (a) review previous

In recent years, there has been increased emphasis ^on sfudies related to traffic operations of left-turn lanes,

ilp;;itidiire cäpacitv and satety of existing t1?^lfr..|"- iU) cottect and analyze data for evaluating the operational

ãiüti"" tñrough tow-côst improväments or modifications. òharacteristics of left-turn facilities, (c) identify rela-
One concern among rrighwtyïesigners and traffic engi- iiõn"nlpr and characteristics of accidents associated with

neers is the treatment of medians on non-controlled- iãtt-toin¡ane facilities, and (d) develop guidelines for

acãessfrigtrways in urban areas and the development of design and operational decisions for median treatments.

il;tc" anã operational standards for median improve- Theiesutts þresented- shguld enable traffic engineers

,nenã". Aithough many guidelines have been developed to better undìrstand the impacts and trade-offs among

to aid traffic eñgineers in considering left-turning ve- various types of lef:t-tu_rn-facilities in their decision-

i.i.ìã", there arã still many unanswered questions about making process an$ will facilitate the design of left-turn
how aád when special median facilities should be pro- lanes for individual sites'
vided.




